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In the scientific article it is told about competitive activity of wrestlers and their types, about control 

of competitive activity. Registration (video, shorthand, etc.) of competitive activity of wrestlers in fights 
allows to reveal skill merits and demerits more precisely. Scientific control is exercised during preparation 
for a competition. The attention of scientific group is directed to primary activity. After the competition 
scientific group does the long-term forecast, specifies funds and methods of training activity or for longer 
term. Scientific group give recommendations to the coach and on creation of training in conditions which 
will correspond to the conditions of the forthcoming competitions. Model indicators can serve as a refer-
ence point at lessons of training fights. Thus, the skill of conducting fights is adjusted. 
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The task of competitive activity of the wrestler is check of degree of perfection of movement skill 

by comparison with degree of its perfection of other wrestlers. As well as any other human activity, com-
petitive activity of the wrestler proceeds in time and is limited to a certain space. According to them in 
practice it is accepted to distinguish the following types of activity: 

The Performance of elementary actions (technical and tactical). 
1. Activity of the wrestler in a fight. 
2. Activity of the wrestler in parts of competitions (preliminary and final). 
3. Activity of the wrestler in a competition. 
4. Activity of the wrestler in total competitions. 
For understanding of content of competitive activity of the wrestler we will consider separately com-

petitive activity of various scale [1]. 
Performance of elementary actions (basis, base of competitive activity). The purpose of competitive 

activity of the wrestler of this scale is to perform certain operations that according to rules of competitions 
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to receive assessment. By rules of competitions it is established that technical actions, receptions and 
protection are estimated. Receptions are estimated in positive points, protection - in negative (losing) 
points. Space (place) of activity is a part of a carpet (the middle, edge, a corner, etc.). Activity of this scale 
is organized by the wrestler within rules directs it. Time of activity is measured in seconds [2]. 

Control of competitive activity of the considered scale is exercised by a number of persons. First of all – 
judges and the wrestler (self-checking) and also the opponent. In the second turn – the trainer, team mate, the 
audience. The wrestler and his opponent control activity on the basis of own feelings. Judges exercise visual 
control with fixing of actions (estimates) in the judicial protocol. The trainer conducts pedagogical observations. 

All tactical and technical actions and their results which are carried out by the wrestler in a compe-
tition are fixed. After the competitions the received protocols of observation of actions of wrestlers are 
processed. Having exact numerical data, it is possible to establish proportions of expenses of time for the 
forthcoming work on improvement of skill of performance of tactical and technical actions [3; 4]. 

Activity of the wrestler in the fight. Activity of the wrestler in the fight is subordinated to the purpose – 
to ensure a victory, defeat with smaller advantage of the opponent. 

The fight purpose as forms of the organization of activity of the wrestler in a competition is check 
of skill of conducting fight against the specific opponent in a certain situation, a ratio of level of readiness. 

The place of competitive activity is a wrestling mat. 
Activity by the arbitrator will be organized. Duration of activity is measured for minutes, the begin-

ning of activity – an exit to a carpet, and the end activity – leaving from a carpet (after the announcement 
of result of a fight). 

The main content of competitive activity of the wrestler in a fight – performance of technical and 
tactical actions or the smaller activity stated in the previous section (performance elementary, basic) com-
petitive actions. 

In control of competitive activity of the wrestler in a fight work of complex scientific group (People's 
Republic of China) can have a big role. Registration (video, shorthand, etc.) competitive activity of wres-
tlers in fights allows to reveal skill merits and demerits more precisely. Model indicators can serve as a 
reference point in construction on occupations of training fights. They also give information for creation of 
tactics of fights with probable opponents in the forthcoming competitions. Thus, the skill of conducting 
fights is adjusted [5; 6; 7]. 

Activity of the wrestler in the parts of a competition (preliminary, final, morning, evening). The pur-
pose of competitive activity of the wrestler in a preliminary part of a competition is to enter its final part, 
and in a final part – to take the place in the prize-winning three. 

The place of competitive activity in the parts of a competition – a sports construction (the palace, 
the gym, etc.). The beginning of activity is arrival to the place of competitions, the end – departure (leaving) 
from the place of competitions. Activity by the chief judge of competitions will be organized. 

Time of activity is measured in hours. Duration of parts of a competition usually is established by 
the program of competitions. The wrestler who gathered in a final part of a competition is less than pen-
alties or more positive points, takes higher place. Primary activities are fights here. Control and official 
weighing and possible adjustment of weight, food after weighing, the warm-up including the preparatory 
exercises (all-developing and special), restoration after the fights (recreational exercises), a parade of 
opening and closing of competitions (front exercises), disguise, a shower, etc. are auxiliary. The main 
orientation of auxiliary activity - ensuring necessary physical standards [8; 9]. 

On arrival to the place of competitions it is necessary to organize timely preparation for weighing. 
If weight is normal, then the wrestler comes is later. 

Weighing. The wrestler having good skills of weight loss already to control weighing comes with 
the normal weight corresponding to the upper bound of the chosen weight category. 

After weighing the judiciary board together with trainers and representatives carries out draw. The 
wrestler perhaps has to know the results of draw earlier and according to order of couples to build prep-
aration for fights. Warm-up is done so that to finish it not later than 10 minutes to the wrestler's call on a 
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carpet. It contains the all-developing exercises (for warming up) and special exercises which allow the 
wrestler to perform better technical and tactical operations [10]. 

Restoration after the fight has to provide accumulation of forces for conducting the subsequent 
fights. Used recreational exercises for this purpose. 

The parade of opening and closing of competitions as a type of competitive activity by many is 
underestimated, and it matters. Performance by the wrestler of front exercises, a ritual can create about 
it representation at judges, the audience and other wrestlers. 

Disguise. During the day competitions the wrestler should change clothes repeatedly for weighing, 
visit of the dining room, for a fight, weight control, etc. 

The large role in activity of the wrestler is played control of judges, the doctor, by self-checking of 
the wrestler and pedagogical control of the trainer. Often these types of control unite and carried out by 
CSG. Control of perfection of skill of fight against various opponents is exercised by the chief secretary 
and the chief judge of competitions. Summarizing results of fights, they define which of wrestlers and at 
what stage of a competition leaves [11; 12]. 

Activity of the wrestler in a competition. The main objective of activity of the wrestler in a separate 
competition – to take a certain (high) place among all participants of the weight category. Usually each 
wrestler seeks to occupy the first or as a last resort – a prize-winning place. 

The place of activity is the city, the territory where the sports construction for competition is located. 
The beginning of activity is departure for a competition. The end of activity of this scale is arrival 

from competitions. If the competition is held without departure to other city, then its beginning can be 
considered the first day. 

In personal competitions degree of perfection of skill of fight of each wrestler, in command – per-
fection of skill of fight of collective is defined. Primary activity of the wrestler of this scale should be con-
sidered its activity in parts of a competition (preliminary, final). 

Auxiliary activity includes the considerable volume of actions which can be segmented: activity 
before departure, during moving, after arrival to the city where competitions, in intervals between parts of 
a competition, after the end of competitions, departure from competitions are held. In a competition use 
the following types of control: official, self-checking, pedagogical, medical, scientific. 

Official control is provided with credentials committee and judges. The credentials committee de-
fines compliance of readiness of the wrestler and his belonging to this sports society. 

The judiciary board on the basis of results of weighing provides the admission of the wrestler to 
participation in a competition to wrestlers of a certain weight category, carries out draw. 

Self-checking is carried out by the wrestler. 
Pedagogical control is provided with the trainer who pays special attention to timely adaptation of 

wrestlers to conditions of competitions. 
Medical control is exercised by the doctor who conducts medical examinations of the state of health 

before admission to competitions and during weighing. 
Scientific control is exercised by CSG during preparation for a competition. The attention of CSG 

is directed to primary activity. After the competition CSG does the long-term forecast, specifies funds and 
methods of training activity or for longer term. CSG makes recommendations to the coach and on creation 
of a training in conditions which will correspond to conditions of the forthcoming competitions. The greatest 
loading in a training is planned those days when the wrestler participates in fights. 

Long-term competitive activity. The activity purpose is to achieve the highest sports result and the 
highest qualification. 

Duration of activity is measured for years. The beginning is a participation of the wrestler in the first 
competition, the termination - in the last. 

The place of activity – the world, the country, national team, society, sports collective. Sports activity 
at this level will be organized by the State Committee on Physical Training and Sports, federation. It can 
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be changed and distributed on the stages taking the smaller duration and the place of activity. It is ac-
cepted to call these scales cycles: Olympic, year, etc. 

Degree of perfection of skill is estimated at this stage of competitive activity by categories and 
sports ranks (Master of sports, Candidate of MS, Honoured MS).  

Along with the listed above types of control in long-term competitive activity the state control begins 
to play a large role. The sports skill of the wrestler is defined by criteria and norms of Uniform sports 
classification. The public and public authorities (sport committee and federations) give categories and the 
ranks according to performance by the wrestler of certain norms and requirements. At the same time 
complex control of efficiency of training and competitions, the state of health is exercised. 
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ОСОБЕННОСТИ СОРЕВНОВАТЕЛЬНОЙ ДЕЯТЕЛЬНОСТИ БОРЦОВ 
 

Соревновательную деятельность необходимо контролировать. Это облегчит подготовку к соревно-
ваниям. Научный контроль осуществляется во время подготовки к соревнованиям. Он направлен на ос-
новную деятельность. После конкурса это длительный срок. Условия проведения будущих встреч ограни-
чены. Модельные показатели можно использовать в качестве ориентира на уроках тренировочных боев. 
Таким образом, навык ведения боев налаживается. 
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